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DIFFERENCE
makes a

COLOR



RESPONSE

we have an
EMOTIONAL

to 
COLOR



BLUE

RED
GREEN

THINK PINK



TRUE COLORS PERSONALITY TEST







so what does this 
have to do with

YEARBOOK?



Color creates your 
book’s voice and

PERSONALITY
• Factor color into your theme/concept decisions 

Color has tone/attitude — do yours match? 
Creating your cover — color pays a role in 
introducing your color palette



Smoky Hills











color creates

CONNECTIONS
• Use color to connect your book visually 
• Use color to unify the sections of your book 
• Remember to use the colors you introduced in your 

color palette from the cover



























color creates

EMPHASIS/FOCUS
• Use color to add emphasis on a particular element of design 
• Use color as reader entry points 
• Use color to reinforce the color in the dominant photo



Robinson HS









Adobe has a free web-based application called Kuler, which helps you choose a 
color palette. One of its most spectacular features is the ability to upload an 
image and have Kuler automatically generate a color palette from that image.  

You then use that palette for fonts, fills, and so forth in your composition, and you 
are virtually guaranteed that the colors will all work well together. 

To use the more interesting features of Kuler you must first create an account at: 
kuler.adobe.com. Now you can save your color palettes. Once saved, you can reveal 
the numerical values that correspond to your color palette. These numeric values 
may be imported into PowerPoint (under custom color). 

http://kuler.adobe.com/

